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A more personalized view of travel requirements, an all-new design, and 
easy-to-use features within Delta FlyReady — Delta’s digital  
dashboard solution that helps customers verify they’ve met their  
destination’s entry requirements prior to travel.

DELTA FLYREADY.
TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS MADE EASY WITH

NEW BENEFITS WITH DELTA FLYREADY:
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• A more personalized view of requirements at your destination.

• Ability to view both outbound and inbound requirements at the same 
time immediately after booking. 

• Functionality that allows you to save, exit and resume document man-
agement when ready, ensuring you don’t lose progress.

• Overhauled user interface with more responsive and enhanced experi-
ence for mobile, allowing you to use Delta FlyReady across all devices 
with ease.

• Dedicated bag drop lanes at select airports for customers  
originating in Atlanta, Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles,  
Minneapolis-St. Paul, New York-JFK, Seattle, Salt Lake City  
and Rome.
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HOW IT WORKS:
Go to delta.com/FlyReady or access Delta 
FlyReady through MyTrips in the Fly Delta app.

Provide confirmation number and  
passenger information to access digital  
verification options.

If eligible to use Delta FlyReady, some options 
may include:

• Search for a test provider, book an  
appointment and have test results  
automatically verified.

• Upload test results for verification if a 
test has already been taken.

• Upload proof of vaccination  
for verification.

Once verified, a traveler's Delta FlyReady 
status is stored on their trip itinerary for a 
smoother check-in.

WHETHER IT’S TRAVELLING FOR BUSINESS, VISITING FAMILY AND FRIENDS OR EXPLORING THE 
WORLD, DELTA IS LEADING THE WAY IN ENSURING SAFE, RELIABLE AND COMFORTABLE TRAVEL.


